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ABSTRACT
Developing energy-aware applications is a well known approach to software-based energy optimization. This promising approach is however faced with a significant hurdle when deployed to the environments shared among multiple applications, where the energy consumption effected by one application may erroneously be observed by another application. We introduce EFLECT, a novel software framework for disentangling the energy consumption of co-running applications. Our key idea, called energy virtualization, enables each energy-aware application to be only aware of the energy consumption effected by its execution. EFLECT is unique in its lightweight design: it is a purely application-level solution that requires no modification to the underlying hardware or system software. Experiments show EFLECT incurs low overhead with high precision. Furthermore, it can seamlessly port existing application-level energy frameworks — one for energy-adaptive approximation and the other for energy profiling — to shared environments while retaining their intended effectiveness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency in server-class computation platforms has significant impact on environmental sustainability as well as operational cost. Energy-aware applications [14, 35] emerge as a critical dimension of energy-efficient computing. An energy-aware application is aware of its own energy consumption during the execution, and the observation can in turn guide application-specific energy optimization. In software engineering, two prominent use scenarios of energy-aware applications are energy-adaptive approximation [3, 7, 9–11, 18, 19, 23, 29, 30, 33, 41] and energy profiling [2, 4, 5, 8, 15, 17, 22, 25, 27]. In Fig. 1 (a), application A may adaptively adjust some application-specific accuracy parameter, acc in the example, based on prior energy consumption of some work unit, w. In Fig. 1 (b), an energy profiler C whose runtime is de facto an energy-aware application, may wish to determine the energy consumption of different logical units within an application, such as which method consumes more energy, m1 or m2.

1.1 The Challenge: Shared Environments
Energy-aware applications are supported through energy reflection, i.e., the ability of an application to observe its own energy consumption. Naively exposing hardware energy data [12] to the application however is fundamentally unsound in shared environments where multiple applications co-exist. To gain intuition on why well-designed energy-aware applications may ill-behave in shared environments, let us revisit Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 (a), a co-running application B — energy-aware or not — may incur energy consumption. The raw energy consumption w during the execution of the work unit may include that incurred by B. As a result, application A may degrade its accuracy to 0.9 even though the energy consumption due to its execution remains lower than 4J. Similarly, the hardware energy consumption during the m1 (or m2) execution in C may include that incurred by D: the quality of profiling results is severely discounted due to the noise introduced by D. The unfortunate phenomenon here is a fundamental hurdle against the portability of energy-aware applications: a well-behaved software system at the idealized exclusive development site ill-behaves at the realistic shared deployment site. The lack of portability directly challenges the correctness of energy-adaptive approximation, and the usability of in-situ energy profilers. From time-shared OS to cloud computing platforms, running applications in a shared...
environment is a basic need in modern computing. In that sense, the portability of energy-aware applications in shared environments is critical for the future adoption of this promising technique.

This overlooked problem is hitherto only addressed by a small number of OS-centric solutions [16, 32, 34, 38–40]. In other words, to support energy-aware applications, service providers must modify existing OS infrastructure that impacts all applications and all users on the server, a challenging case for adoption in practice. This is particularly bad news to software developers: the feasibility of their solution (energy-aware applications) becomes dependent on whether the OS in the deployment environment has adopted the OS features that commodity OS do not support, severely limiting the benefit of energy-aware applications.

1.2 Our Solution: Eflect

We introduce Eflect, a novel and lightweight software framework that allows energy-aware applications to gracefully port to a shared environment without any modification to the OS. The key insight of Eflect is to introduce an intermediate layer of energy virtualization during energy reflection, so that the application in a shared environment can only observe its share of energy consumption, with the illusion that it is exclusively responsible for the energy consumption when it performs energy reflection. Eflect virtualization significantly simplifies the interface between the application and the underlying system, and prevents the otherwise impedance mismatch between the development site and the deployment site. The portability of energy-aware application is achieved in that an energy-aware application can make the strong assumption that all its energy consumption observation indeed results from its own execution, regardless whether the deployment environment is shared.

The central problem Eflect addresses is to compute an application’s share of energy consumption in a shared environment. It continuously monitors both the application behavior and the underlying system behavior, with several unique features:

Whole-Stack Monitoring with Minimal Interface. Determining the application share of energy consumption in a shared environment requires a clear accounting of the complex behavior of the systems stack. Eflect is a sophisticated framework that internally monitors a rich number of states: the activities of individual threads within an application, the activities of individual applications in a shared environment, the mapping between the application threads and the OS threads, the affinity of the threads and their migration, and the raw energy consumption by the CPUs across multiple energy domains. The most important observation however is that Eflect is capable of hiding these details within itself, and leaving a minimal interface to the energy-aware application. The design philosophy can be summarized as, “let us worry about these details, so an energy-aware application developer does not have to.”

An Application-Level Solution with Decentralized Monitoring. Unlike existing OS-centric solutions, Eflect is built at the level of the application, a significantly more lightweight approach without the need of any VM/OS/hardware modification. Each energy-aware application in a shared environment is monitored by an individual instance of Eflect, and there is no coordination across different Eflect instances. This fundamentally decentralized design principle is a win for incremental deployment: an Eflect-monitored application can not only work with existing OS and hardware, but also can it co-run with arbitrary applications: the co-running applications may or may not be monitored by Eflect, and may not even be the same language runtime.

Fine Granularity. Eflect is a fine-grained and online solution that informs the share of energy consumption for every time interval (in millisecond scale) of the application execution of every thread in the application while the application is running in a shared environment. Under the hood of Eflect, the activities of the application as well as the activities of the entire underlying system are also monitored at this fine granularity, and the relative ratio between the two is used to determine the energy reflection for each time interval and each thread in each application.

1.3 Results

We evaluate Eflect through co-running state-of-the-art multi-threaded Java benchmarks with representative server workloads from the Dacapo benchmark suite [6], together with Tensorflow [1]. Our results show Eflect is capable of achieving energy virtualization with high precision and low overhead.

As end-to-end case studies, we further investigate how to integrate Eflect with two application-level energy management frameworks — Aneas [10] for energy-adaptive approximation, and Chappie [2] for energy profiling — and seamlessly transition them to a shared environment.

To the best of our knowledge, Eflect is the first application-level solution for porting energy-aware applications to a shared environment. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- a novel application-level software framework for energy reflection in shared environments
- a systematic evaluation on the precision, overhead, and scalability of the framework
- a case study on how our framework may port existing energy-adaptive approximation solutions to shared environments
- a case study on how our framework may port existing energy profiling solutions to shared environments

Eflect is an open-source project, and it is endowed with an API that allows the framework to be programmed for different porting needs. The project is hosted on an anonymous GitHub site https://github.com/pl-eflect.

2 MOTIVATING SCENARIOS

In this section, we motivate the need for Eflect with concrete examples of challenges when deploying energy-aware applications in shared environments.

2.1 Porting Energy-Adaptive Approximation

One example of an energy-adaptive approximation framework is Aeneas [10]. In Aeneas, alternative algorithms and application parameters can be programmed as knobs, and a goal for optimization can be defined by the programmer as a reward, e.g., the joules consumed for some unit of work in the application. At runtime, Aeneas dynamically adjusts program knobs to find a reward-optimal
An energy profiler example is Chappie [2]. Given an application, Chappie is able to produce an energy footprint, i.e., the relative energy consumption of program methods. Figure 3a shows a footprint produced by Chappie—the top-10 energy consuming methods are shown for brevity—for h2 [6], a transactional database. Here it shows the top energy-consuming method of the application—ValueDataType.compare—and the relative difference in energy consumption between any pair of methods.

Porting Chappie for deployment-site in-situ energy profiling in a shared environment, however, is a challenge. Figure 3b shows energy footprint produced by Chappie for h2 in the presence of a co-running instance of sunflow. While the top consuming method ValueDataType.compare remains stable, the ranking of the remaining methods is different from the result in a single-application environment. For example, ValueDataType.compareValues and ValueArray.getMemory swap their positions in the ranking. The root problem is that when the energy consumption of a method, say ValueDataType.compareValues, is profiled by Chappie, the co-running sunflow also incurs energy consumption, which may be incorrectly attributed to the method.

## 3 EFLECT DESIGN

Overall, EFLECT performs whole-stack monitoring to determine the "share" of energy consumption an application incurs in a per-thread and per-time-interval manner. An algorithm specification is
shown in Algorithm 1. For readers unfamiliar with the application-system interaction w.r.t. energy consumption, we first provide a background.

A Primer on the System Stack. Server-class computers generally consist of multiple sockets. In mainstream multi-core CPUs, a socket coincides with the conceptual notion of the energy domain, the hardware unit where energy consumption is reported, and where the voltage and frequency can be independently adjusted through Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [28]. In other words, when one core in an energy domain is adjusted to a particular frequency, all cores in the same energy domain are adjusted to the same frequency. In our algorithm, we represent these energy domains by \( \{E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n\} \) (Line 3). The per-domain energy consumption is represented as a mapping \( \epsilon \) in the \textit{Sample} structure collected at each time interval.

During the lifetime of an application, a thread may migrate from one CPU core to another. The CPU core occupied by a thread is known as affinity. It is represented as a mapping \( \delta \) in the Sample structure. As the energy domain is the granularity for which we can obtain raw energy readings, it also serves as the unit for thread affinity: a thread may migrate between CPU cores within an energy domain but will not produce an observable difference in its contribution to the underlying energy readings.

The activities of individual applications in the OS are represented through some abstract notion of time used by a process. Time keeping is a basic service universally supported in practical OS. In Linux-compatible systems, the most widely known representation of time that indicate process/thread activities is the jiffy. For example, Linux periodically updates the number of jiffies the threads of a process consumes in the user mode and in the kernel mode. In addition, the same form of time keeping is also supported for hardware, i.e., how much time the CPU is actively running any process. In our algorithm, the thread activity information is represented as a mapping \( y \), and the hardware activity information is represented as a mapping \( \eta \), both in the Sample structure.

Algorithm Overview. \textit{Eflect} first obtains the process ID of the monitored application through \textit{GetCurrentProcess} (Line 16). As shown by the top-level loop at Line 17, \textit{Eflect} continuously monitors the behavior of an application, and at each \textit{INTERVAL}, it samples the underlying hardware and operating system resources (Line 18), and performs virtualization (Line 19), i.e., determining the share of energy consumption attributable to the application thread of interest. Each step of virtualization produces a piece of \textit{virtual energy} data, i.e., the energy consumption due to the application, represented as \textit{VEnergy}. Structurally, each piece of virtual energy data is a mapping from each thread in the application (TID) to its respective energy consumption (Energy). As \textit{Eflect} proceeds, it accumulates \textit{VEnergy} data in structure \( V \), which \textit{Eflect} exposes to the monitored application—we will discuss this interface at the end of this section. Notation \( \leftarrow \) is standard assignment, and \( \leftarrow \) denotes list addition. Let us now focus on the two core steps in the loop, sampling and virtualization.

\textbf{Sampling.} Function \textit{DoSample} (Lines 20-29) represents a single sampling of underlying hardware and operating system resources. Each step of sampling populates a \textit{Sample} (Lines 6-11). \textit{Eflect} gathers the energy (\textit{EflectEnergy}) of each energy domain and records this information in map \( \epsilon \) at Line 23. Hardware activity, in the form of jiffies per energy domain, is also sampled, stored in map \( \eta \) at Line 24. For each thread that belongs to the application we monitor (Line 26), we record its affinity in map \( \delta \) and its activity in map \( y \), at Line 27 and Line 28. Function \textit{EflectActivity} is overloaded to inspect OS activities either by thread, or by hardware.

\textbf{Virtualization.} We compute the “share” of energy consumption due to the application through function \textit{DoVirtualize} (Line 19). It returns a value of \textit{VEnergy}, i.e., a mapping from the application’s threads to their computed share of energy consumption, from the raw \textit{Sample} collected from the underlying system. Logically, this
means we assign a thread a share of energy consumption based upon its “slice” of activity on an energy domain.

Recall that we use OS time (jiffies) to represent the level of activities of a thread. The curious question is why time serves as a good attributing factor for energy. In physics, energy is computed as the multiplication of power and time. An important insight here is that within an energy domain, all cores share the same voltage and frequency, and as a result, the same power according to DVFS design. More concretely, given a SAMPLE S with thread affinity mapping s.δ, for each thread t and its associated domain e (Line 32), we compute s.γ[t]/s.η[e], i.e., the proportion of e’s activity that came from t. Because we have energy measurements associated with energy domains, we attribute a portion of the domain energy consumption (s.η[e]) to thread t based upon its proportional activity on that domain on Line 33.

Virtualization hides the details of where a thread performed its work on the system. If a thread t migrates from energy domain E1 to E2, DoSAMPLE will capture t’s latest location upon a subsequent sampling; the associated round of DoVIRTUALIZE will take the threads latest energy domain into account. From the application’s viewpoint, it sees that its threads consume energy, but does not need concern itself with any of the details.

Overall, DoVIRTUALIZE (and its helper DoSAMPLE) must be aware of underlying system details — OS jiffies, OS affinity, CPU energy domains — but all such details are hidden from the client application: the latter only needs to be aware what share of energy consumption it is attributed for. Recall the key design philosophy of our framework (§ 1): let Eflect worry about the details so that an application developer does not need to.

Abstraction and Customization. Eflect is an open programmable framework that supports flexible customization. In our algorithm specification, it is important to observe that our discussion on energy domains, thread affinity, and thread activity are all abstract, independent of specific hardware topology, OS file system structures, or platform-specific representations. While these latter details may be important to the implementation, they are agnostic to the overall procedures of DoSAMPLE and in particular DoVIRTUALIZE. In other words, our virtualization algorithm itself is platform-independent.

Eflect exposes an API for developers to specialize Eflect to their own systems. These functions are listed at Lines 40-45. We also provide a simple programming interface for Eflect to interact with the application it monitors. The primary function is ReadEnergy, which returns the accumulated energy attributed to the monitored application, defined as the sum of entries in V. Several API variants are also supported, such as timer-based read. The simple design here is aligned with the design goal of Eflect, exposing a minimal interface to the application. In addition, it decouples the application from the virtualization process: the application can query its energy consumption at a pace it wishes, which may differ from INTERVAL.

For example, in our current implementation (see § 4), raw energy consumption values are read through querying a hardware register, a common feature in Intel architectures. Alternatively, users working with alternative CPU architectures may need to re-implement the ReadEnergy function to address their specific architectures, or query the A/D converter values of the external energy meter if energy values are obtained through a meter. The remaining logic of Eflect does not need to be changed. As a second example, our current implementation focuses on the most dynamic portion of energy consumption in server-class platforms — the CPU and memory sub-systems — but a user can also write her own ReadEnergy function to further include energy consumption values of network adaptors, storage systems, etc, depending on need.

4 Eflect Implementation

Eflect is implemented in Java, and its runtime shares the JVM of the monitored application. We now describe our default implementation of our API on a multi-socket Intel platform with Linux (details in § 5.1).

Our implementation of the EflectEnergy API function resorts to the Intel RAPL [12] interface to obtain energy samples. These samples are collected using jRAPL [21], a Java library for interfacing with RAPL. As Intel RAPL reports energy samples per CPU socket, each CPU socket corresponds to an energy domain in our algorithm specification, i.e., E1 and E2. Each energy sample is a combination of socket energy consumption from CPU cores, CPU uncore (caches, TLB, etc), and memory.

Our implementation of the EflectActivity API function queries the Linux jiffy information through the /proc pseudo-file system, so that each sample collection is effectively a file system read. Recall that EflectActivity is an overloaded function that may either collect hardware jiffies or thread jiffies. We gather the former through proc’s subdirectory stat, and the latter through proc’s subdirectory named by each PID. In each subdirectory, the jiffies are separated by user time, kernel time, interrupt time, and “nice” time (for invoking utilities or shell scripts with a particular priority). Our Activity data is the sum of them. In the case of hardware jiffies, the per-core data are also aggregated per energy domain.

The GetCurrentProcess, GetDomainThreads, and GetPID API functions are implemented with simple Linux features. The first function is implemented by the GLIBC syscall getpid. The second function is implemented by searching the /proc/[Pid]/task directory. The third function is implemented by parsing the data in /proc/[Pid]/task/[Tid]/stat.

The INTERVAL is set at 40ms. The considerations of this setting are three folds. First, jiffies in Linux are updated at 4ms by default, so any rate higher than 4ms/sample is unlikely to observe jiffy changes. Second, energy sampling, especially at a high rate, may disturb the energy behavior of the original application [2]. We choose to set the rate at one magnitude lower than 4ms, so that no benchmark we experimented is disturbed. Third, the 40ms appears to incur low overhead with high precision (detail in § 5.5).

One implementation consideration is that querying RAPL and the OS file system synchronously may serialize both. Worse, if one returns with a delay due to unexpected system events, both may be delayed. In our implementation, both are sampled asynchronously, each with a thread, producing information to a buffer. The threads are managed by a ThreadPoolExecutor. With this design, each iteration of DoSAMPLE only involve efficient buffer lookups.
5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

One experimental validation aims to answer the following questions. **RQ1**: can Eflect virtualize energy consumption of applications in a shared environment, with decentralized and fine-grained monitoring? **RQ2**: what is the precision, runtime overhead, and scalability characteristics of Eflect? **RQ3**: can Eflect help developers port their energy-aware applications to a shared environment, while retaining their effectiveness in energy management? We answer RQ1 and RQ2 in this section, and defer RQ3 to § 6.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate Eflect on a dual socket Intel E5-2630 v4 2.20 GHz CPU server, with 64GB DDR4 of RAM. Each socket CPU has 10 cores, 20 "virtual" cores with hyper threading enabled. The machine runs Debian 4.9 OS, Linux kernel 4.9, with the default Debian power governor. All experiments were run with Java 11 on top of Hotspot VM build 11.0.2+9-LTS.

We evaluate Eflect through co-running state-of-the-art multi-threaded Java benchmarks with representative server workloads spanning scientific computing, databases, graphics, graph processing, and machine learning. Most of our benchmarks come from the latest release of the DaCapo benchmark suite [6]¹, which we select for two reasons. First, DaCapo is arguably the most widely used benchmark suite for evaluating the performance of (non-mobile) multi-threaded Java applications. Second, the newest release has significantly expanded the data size of several benchmarks (sunflow and h2), and more importantly, it includes some new benchmarks (such as graphchi for graph processing and biojava for bioinformatics) representative of the recent workloads. To further evaluate Eflect against machine learning workloads, we also managed to have Eflect monitor Tensorflow [1] in a shared environment. Each instance of Tensorflow classifies images using a DNN, Inception v3 [36].

For each experiment, we exclude harness setup time, and run a benchmark for 10 iterations with the first 5 discarded as a warmup. Fig. 4 shows benchmark statistics.

5.2 Eflect Virtualization

To answer RQ1, we evaluate Eflect’s virtualization in a shared environment where each application is an instance of Eflect. As a result, each application produces a virtualized energy trace of its runtime. To visualize, we present the normalized energy share trace, defined as a time series where each data point is the fraction of energy attributed to the Eflect-monitored application over the entire hardware energy consumption of the same time interval.

Examples of homogeneous and heterogeneous workloads are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. In each figure, the time stamps start when all co-running benchmarks have started its 6th iteration, and end immediately before any of the co-running benchmarks completes its 10th iteration (recall that we discard the results of the first 5 iterations). We align the traces from each application based on timestamps, and “stack” them on top of each other. Since the decision-making of energy attribution is decentralized, the sum at each timestamp is not guaranteed to be 100%.

According to Eflect, both instances of sunflow in the homogeneous run observe approximately 50% of hardware energy over the course of the runs, aligned with our intuition of co-running two similar CPU-intensive applications. Note that Eflect does not result in a naive, even “split” of system energy: as one sunflow instance receives greater virtualized energy, the other receives less, as can be seen at timestamp 90.

Each of the two instances of Tensorflow exhibits asymmetric workload distribution across two sockets. Interestingly, we found that when 2 instances of Tensorflow co-run, each instance would choose one CPU socket to place the vast majority of its workload, and this results in asymmetric workload distribution. As shown in Fig. 5b, the green application instance dominates the use of socket 1, while the red application instance dominates socket 2. Despite the asymmetric behavior however, the key observation is that for both sockets, the “stacked” energy consumption approximates at 100%. This result is aligned with our intuition that Eflect divides up system energy across applications at a per time interval granularity, despite the decentralized instances of Eflect at work.

In the first heterogeneous case, shown in Fig. 6a, we examine sunflow and h2. The energy is not uniformly distributed, with nearly 95% being consumed by sunflow. This is not surprising as sunflow is CPU-bound, while h2 is I/O-bound.

In the second heterogeneous case in Fig. 6b, we examine h2 and pmd. Although Eflect reports different utilization of each socket for the applications, the total energy is more evenly distributed, with h2 consuming 51.74% of the total energy, pmd consuming 39.89%, and the rest is attributed to the OS. As a source code analyzer, pmd is also I/O bound, so it is expected that the energy is more evenly shared across the two I/O bound benchmarks. First, observe that the benchmarks exhibit phased behaviors (on both sockets), where energy utilization goes through significant fluctuation in a near periodic fashion. Second, despite the fluctuations, the sum of the two benchmark’s normalized energy use is relatively stable, indicating the vast majority of energy use is distributed to the two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>workload</th>
<th>total threads</th>
<th>active threads</th>
<th>execution time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aurora</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>175.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batik</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biojava</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphchi</td>
<td>huge</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>248.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h2</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>115.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jython</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmd</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>61.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tensorflow</td>
<td>pmd</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Benchmark Statistics (Workload refers to the data size specified by DaCapo for each benchmark; their details can be found on DaCapo’s website ². Total threads shows the number of the threads created throughout the lifetime of the application. Active threads shows the maximum number of the concurrent threads at any interval. Execution time is averaged across runs when the application is not co-running with other applications. These statistics were produced with the experimental setup described in § 5.1).

¹version evaluation-git+8b7a2dc, released in June 2019
²https://dacapo-bench.org
Before we proceed, we would like to distinguish between the normalized energy share trace we introduced earlier and the raw energy trace, a time series of raw energy consumption. An example is shown in Fig. 7. As this figure shows, the hardware energy consumption does fluctuate as time elapses. The top flat-line in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 instead reveals that the overall share (in percentage) of energy consumption attributed to the applications is close to all consumed by the hardware.

In the rest of the section, we address RQ2.

5.3 Scalability

We next evaluate how Eflect virtualization scales with an increasing number of applications. Scalability is important in applying Eflect in a production-like environment, where the server may consolidate applications.

Results with additional instances are presented in Fig. 8. Overall, the data is consistent with what was shown in Fig. 5: as the number of applications increases, similar energy shares are intuitively divided among the co-running applications. The consistency here is remarkable in the presence of decentralization: each Eflect runtime makes independent decisions on how energy share is computed, and they happen to match up well without any coordination.

One interesting observation is that the variations in energy behavior become more pronounced as the application count increases: in the 5-co-run figure, the “up” and “down” of individual lines (except the top line) are more noticeable than those of a 3 co-run figure. The resource competition between applications is exposed, which is expected from CPU-intense workload. Despite the fluctuations of individual applications, Eflect is capable of achieving a stable sum: the top line — the sum of all individual energy shares — is around 100% and remains flat throughout the runtime.

In Fig. 9, we further show a heterogeneous co-run of 4 Eflect-monitored applications. Again, sunflow dominates the energy share (around 75%), followed by xalan (around 18-20%), then by graphchi (around 4-5%), and finally by h2. This is aligned with our general knowledge on the CPU-intensiveness of these benchmarks. Furthermore, observe that the top line closely matches 100% of hardware energy consumption.
while co-running with others. Indeed, co-scheduling (e.g., [13, 24]) is a classic technique for improving energy efficiency, and this optimization is rooted on the fact that an application while co-running may exhibit a different energy behavior (i.e., less energy) than when it runs in isolation.

The decentralized nature of Eflect provides an interesting alternative for precision evaluation. A key insight from our discussion of Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 8 is that the “top flat line” is aligned with our intuition of precision: despite the decentralized decision-making by individual Eflect runtimes, the sum of their individual energy consumption should add up close to the hardware energy consumption. A significant misalignment between the two would be an indication that Eflect mis-attributes energy.

We concretize our intuition with two metrics — gap and correlation — to study the precision of Eflect. Gap is defined as the average normalized distance between the sum of raw energy consumption of individual applications and the raw energy consumption of the hardware per time interval.

Correlation is defined as the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between the stacked raw energy trace of the applications and the raw energy trace of the hardware. As a metric, gap indicates the overall misalignment between what Eflect attributes and what the machine consumes. Correlation in addition offers further evidence on alignment by taking the temporal dimension into consideration.

The gap and correlation results are produced using the data collected in the virtualization experiments and are presented in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b respectively. Observe that across all benchmarks with 2 co-runs, the average gap is low (averaged at 3.15%), indicating the misalignment is small. The correlation is high, with an average of 0.90, where 0.70 is the golden standard for strongly correlation. Overall, the combination result of low gap and high correlation provides evidence on the precision of Eflect.

More encouragingly, our precision results scales with the number of applications. When compared with their counterparts of co-running 2 instances, co-running more than 2 instances does not appear to impact precision significantly, both in gap and correlation.

It is worth pointing out that Eflect is capable of attributing the energy consumption due to system calls to the calling application, because the jiffies we use for attribution consist of both kernel mode jiffies and user mode jiffies for each application; see §4.

5.5 Overhead

We now discuss the impact of Eflect on execution time. We compute the percentage difference of the execution time between an original benchmark run and an Eflect-monitored run. Over all benchmarks, Eflect incurs a 1.66% overhead for co-running 2 benchmark instances, as shown in Fig. 10c.

The same figure shows overhead appears to scale reasonably well. As seen here, the overhead does not appear to follow a trend of increase when the number of applications increases. For example, as the number of runtime instances increases, neither bat1k nor h2 shows a pattern of increased overhead.

5.6 Raw/Additional Data

Our project website contains the full raw data. It also includes co-run scenarios that we leave out due to space, such as heterogeneous
We first demonstrate the benefit of porting Aeneas to enable energy-adaptive approximation in a shared environment with Efect. For our second case study, we use Efect to port Chappie energy profiling to a shared environment; in particular, we study the stability of Chappie energy footprints of co-running applications. We first run Chappie on a single instance of each application to produce a representative energy footprint, and then co-run two instances of each application with Chappie using Efect as a virtualization layer to produce two energy footprints. We define the stability as experiments we introduced in Fig. 2. As shown, Efect greatly enhances Aeneas optimization in a shared environment. In Fig. 11a, Aeneas quickly converges to the target 35J SLA after 50 frames, as opposed to its counterpart’s sub-optimal convergence without Efect in Fig. 2. In addition, the sunflow co-run with eclipse in Fig. 11b also converges in a similar time frame.

Fig. 12 shows a co-run of Aeneas-enhanced sunflow where both applications are Aeneas-enhanced, each targeting a different SLA. This presents a challenging environment for both Efect virtualization and the Aeneas optimizer: both instances of Aeneas-enhanced sunflow’s perform online adaptive approximation, with each instance potentially adjusting the system energy consumption while Efect tries to present a stable virtualization for the other. As it turns out, each instance of Aeneas-enhanced sunflow converges to the their respective target SLA.

6.2 Efect for Chappie

For our second case study, we use Efect to port Chappie energy profiling to a shared environment; in particular, we study the stability of Chappie energy footprints of co-running applications. We first run Chappie on a single instance of each application to produce a representative energy footprint, and then co-run two instances of each application with Chappie using Efect as a virtualization layer to produce two energy footprints. We define the stability as

6 Efect case studies

To answer RQ3, we next perform two case studies of porting energy-aware frameworks with Efect.

6.1 Efect for Aeneas

We first demonstrate the benefit of porting Aeneas to enable energy-adaptive approximation in a shared environment with Efect. For our second case study, we use Efect to port Chappie energy profiling to a shared environment; in particular, we study the stability of Chappie energy footprints of co-running applications. We first run Chappie on a single instance of each application to produce a representative energy footprint, and then co-run two instances of each application with Chappie using Efect as a virtualization layer to produce two energy footprints. We define the stability as
the PCC between each multi-application energy footprint and the single instance footprint, aligned through method names.

We detail these results in Fig. 13. The data shows that CHAPPIE energy profiling results remain highly stable while being ported to the shared environment. The co-run energy footprints highly correlate with their single instance counterparts, which indicates that a programmer using CHAPPIE+EFLECT to profile an application will see consistent energy profiles even in a shared environment. In other words, despite co-running multiple applications may indeed change the energy trace of each individual application, the relative standing of method energy consumption within each application depends more on the logic within each application, and it remains stable.

Fig. 14 shows a computed footprint for h2. This footprint is consistent with the single-run footprint in Figure 3a, and an improvement over the shared environment case without EFLECT in Figure 3b.

6.3 Development Effort

The customization effort for porting energy-aware frameworks with support for shared environments is minimal. In our integration of EFLECT with AENEAS, we provide a re-implementation of AENEAS’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>co-run 1</th>
<th>co-run 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>avrora</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batik</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biojava</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphchi</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h2</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jython</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtd</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tensorflow</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The primary target platforms that EFLECT is designed for are server-class computing systems. Our experimental setup and benchmark selection reflect this assumption. We think EFLECT may indeed be customized on other platforms where energy consumption matters, such as mobile/embedded systems. This can be achieved through reimplementing a small number of APIs defined in § 3, but the experimental effectiveness of EFLECT on those platforms should not be taken for granted. The use scenarios of co-running multiple applications/apps in mobile/embedded systems do exist, but we think there is a more pressing need for support them in server-class systems where significant CPU/memory sharing across multiple applications is a basic requirement. In mobile systems for instance, the largest energy consumption components are the display [20], where sharing across different apps is limited.

8 RELATED WORK

The essential question of how to regulate the share of energy consumption to individual applications in a shared environment leads
to "ground-up" redesigns of operating systems. One classic example is Currentry [40] and its successor ECOSystem [39]. Just as an OS can manage how CPU/memory resources are allocated to processes, Currentry manages how much energy is allocated or delivered to processes. Another example with a similar design goal is Cinder [32]. Strictly speaking, these solutions focus on energy allocation instead of energy attribution, so their goals are different from ours. That said, an energy-aware application in their frameworks is only aware of the share of energy/power delivered by the OS, so a parallel with ours can be set in terms of energy disentanglement. Unfortunately, extensive OS re-design is a hurdle to the wider deployment of these attractive solutions.

AppScope [37] is an energy metering framework for Android smartphones. It relies on an OS kernel modification to monitor kernel/app activities, and in turn provide a breakdown on energy consumption across hardware modules and systems/applications. Power sandboxes [16] is another OS principal for mobile devices, where an OS-level power sandbox can accurately attribute power with limited hardware sharing to consider. Both require OS changes. This requirement may be appropriate for their intended use context — mobile devices — but can be challenging for adoption in servers (§ 1). Further afield, power containers [34] is another OS solution that builds a linear power model over hardware performance counters on multi-core CPUs, such as cycles and last-level cache requests, which serves as the basis for attribution of global power to individual cores. This work differs from ours in that it addresses energy attribution for hardware components instead of applications. In Aequitus [31], multiple energy management applications that may adjust the frequency of the underlying CPUs (through DVFS) are given an equal slice of time in scheduling in a shared environment. The goal of that system is to ensure fairness in energy management.

An independent problem is energy profiling, i.e., how to attribute application energy consumption to individual software components and programming abstractions within an application. Eprof [26] and E-Android [15] are two examples that account for smartphone energy/power by attributing them to different software/hardware functionalities, such as phone, WiFi, or user-defined energy-consuming events. We reviewed Chappie in § 2.

Finally, popular tools such as the “screen time” feature on iPhones and “power usage” feature on many Android phones support basic functionalities of tracking the usage time of individual apps. Eflect is significantly finer-grained: its jiffy-based attribution is per time interval per energy domain. Our use of jiffies as an indicator for energy attribution is grounded on the fact that all cores in the same energy domain has the same power during the same time interval. The time-based energy estimation in the tools cited above however does not conform to this assumption.

9 CONCLUSION

Eflect is a novel application-level software framework aiming to port energy-aware applications to a shared environment. Eflect monitors the activities of the underlying system in a fine-grained manner, but exposes a minimal interface to the client application. Through energy virtualization, Eflect can guide energy approximation and energy profiling frameworks to achieve their intended goals while avoiding energy entanglement. Eflect is a lightweight approach that requires no modification to VM/OS/hardware, and can be adopted to commodity computer systems.

Reflections and Outlook. The portability challenge that Eflect addresses is based on our own experience. In prior efforts, we attempted to port existing energy-aware solutions — those thoroughly evaluated in non-shared environments — but they behaved poorly in shared environments. The Eflect design we eventually came up with is simple and easy to deploy, but the path leading to it was a learning experience. In particular, this is a design space where overhead, precision, and scalability all matter. For example, if we had ignored thread affinity or migration in our design, the precision would suffer. As another example, if we had not taken a sampling-based approach but instead relied on querying thread jiffies through instrumentation, the overhead would rise significantly.

In our opinion, the real excitement of Eflect is the bridge role it plays for future research: enables existing application-level energy-aware solutions to embrace platforms such as data centers and cloud servers with little additional effort. In essence, Eflect empowers developers with energy virtualization in a multi-application environment where energy-related developments would otherwise be convoluted due to energy entanglement. Our case studies in § 6 demonstrate two applications of Eflect in energy-related domains. Now that the bridge is built, new doors may be opened for exploring additional software engineering problems toward principled energy management in shared environments. For example, future research may systematically study the optimality and guarantees when multiple energy-aware applications are approximated at the same time in a data center setting. As another example, in-situ energy debugging tools may be designed for cloud servers, and new opportunities may exist for deployment-site energy bug fixing when coupled with state-of-the-art techniques of automated program repair. As yet another example, closer to the case studies described in the paper, a developer may use an Eflect-enabled Chappie to profile her Eflect-enabled Aeneas application in a shared environment. Such a combination may enable adaptive energy optimization with new knobs recommended in-situ in a server environment.
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